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Betsey Townsend is living her dream as a soap opera actress in New York, but when the network cancels her show, shes left taking stock of
her life. Single and without children, Betsey embarks on an inner journey that brings her back to mysticism, romance, and the wisdom of
her heart. An inspiring read for women and men of all ages ﴾as it is never too late to find love﴿, Amazons best selling The Power of Twin
Soul Love is a short fiction romance, exploring the theory of twin souls. I found the plot to be extremely cohesive. One of The Power of Twin
Soul Loves greatest strengths is the intriguing subject matter. Most people have probably toyed with‐and sincerely hoped for‐the
possibility of having a soul mate. Couple that beautiful idea with this authors lyrical writing, and this book reads like a dream. With just the
right combination of magic and reality, this book is sure to touch anyone who reads it. ‐‐ Abigail, Editor, CreateSpace Independent
Publishing This novella is the first installment of The Power of Twin Soul Love series. Dont miss the continuation of Betseys story in the
second book, Betseys Retreat.
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